
Problem: Because of many factors the demand for entry to a 
limited master is unpredictable. Clubs are not willing to risk 
having a low entry two stake single vs an almost guaranteed 
full two test double event even though a two stake single 
would accommodate more people.

Solution: Create a single-to-double type of master limited 
event where a test would open as a single two stake (120/180) 
event for the first 24 hours.  If after 24 hours the test is not full 
the field would be split into two tests w/ half the entrants 
going into test 1 and the other half going into test 2.  Entrants 
that are in test 1 would now be able to also enter test 2 and 
those in test 2 would now also be able to enter test 1. 

Limited Single To Double



Backup
Double 60s That Filled Single 120s That Didn’t Fill



Section 18 (Last paragraph) After entries have closed a dog may be moved up 
to the next level in a test in which it is entered when, according to the 
owner’s records, the dog has met the title requirements for the test level for 
which it was entered. Notification must be made to the Test Secretary at least 
one-half hour before the start of the event. The owner/handler of the dog will 
be required to pay any additional entry fee(s) necessary to participate in the 
higher test level.

Problem: The regulations need to clarify how to deal with move ups with a 
full limited master test.  AKC representatives says that a senior dog can move 
up in a full limited master test only if a spot has been vacated by a scratch.

Solution: The following, or something similar, should be added to the 
regulations.
Note: A senior dog can only be moved up to a full limited master test if a dog 
has been scratched from the test and there are now less than the limited 
number of dogs running that test.

Senior Move-Up Clarification



Backup



Problem: The inability to fill post closing scratches prevents 
dogs/entrants that are able to run from running and burdens 
the club with lost income to cover incurred expenses.

Solution: Have Entry Express maintain the list of waitlisted 
entrants as of the closing.   EE would make the list available 
online and allow entrants to still remove themselves from the 
waitlist until catalog printing.  EE would then print the waitlist 
in the catalog.  When dogs scratch post closing the printed 
waitlisted dogs can assume scratched dogs entry just like 
moved up senior dogs can (see Section 18 last paragraph.)  
The club would follow the same process that they do for 
moved up senior dogs…see example catalog.

Filling Post Closing Scratches



WAITLIST

60

59

58

57

61 Jigger of Tanker Lean

55

56

62

63

64

65

66

67

54

Example Catalog
Full Limited 60
7 Dogs on Waitlist
5+ Dogs Scratch
5 of 7 Waitlisted Dogs Run

61 Failed
62 Passed
63 Passed
64 Didn’t Run
65 Passed
66 Passed
67 Didn’t Run



Section 3: A club will not be approved for a licensed or member 4 test 
if the proposed date(s) coincides with an approved licensed or 
member test(s), and the distance between the events is 200 miles or 
less. An exception may be made if a club receives clearance from the 
club(s) holding the established licensed or member test(s).
Problem: The non established club has to request permission and the 
holding club grant that permission every year.  
Solution: Allow the established club to grant the permission for 
perpetuity.  The granting club could only remove the permission by 
providing notification to both the club and the AKC a minimum of 6 
months prior to test date.

The holding club(s) may provide the clearance for a single year or for 
perpetuity.  The holding club(s) can only revoke the clearance by 
providing notification to both the requesting club and the AKC at least 
6 months prior to the test date.

200 Mile Rule Unlimited Exception


